
Rad229: MRI Signals and Sequences (Autumn 2018) Homework 8

Rad 229 Homework 8
Due Thurs, Dec 6, 11:59pm

(Email to bah@stanford.edu)

1 EPI Artifacts (E4.1)

Load any image data, as you did in a previous homework. Size your matrix to 256 × 256, either by cropping
the FOV or by interpolating the image, ideally so that your image has black space around it (“adequate
FOV”).

a. Display the 256 × 256 image, and the corresponding k-space.

b. Assume you are doing single-shot EPI with a sampling delay of 0.5 samples. Shift the odd lines of
k-space to the left or right by one sample. Reconstruct and display the image and describe the artifact.

c. Repeat (b) but instead, apply a constant phase difference of ±π/10 radians to the leftward/rightward
(odd,even) lines of data. Reconstruct and display the image and describe the artifact.

d. Now assume that you are doing interleaved EPI with 5 interleaves. Repeat parts (b) and (c) (changing
which lines you delay and add phase to appropriately) and explain the image artifacts and how they
changed.

e. Assume the time between consecutive EPI lines is 0.7 ms. Reconstruct the image (a) assuming both
single-shot and 5 interleaves for 100 Hz off-resonance and compare the results to prior parts.

2 EPI Sequence Design (E4.2)

Here you will design some EPI k-space trajectories. Note that this is also nice review of some general
course concepts. Download the function mingrad.m from the website, which should resemble parts of
HW#1.

Check the syntax and try it out to make sure you understand it by plotting(t,g) for some cases (no need
to submit). For this question use Gmax = 40mT/m and Smax = 150 mT/m/ms.

a. For FOV = 25cm, resolution of 0.5mm (x, readout) and 1.5mm (y, phase-encode) and single-shot
bidirectional EPI, what is the readout gradient area of each lobe, assuming that you sample on all
ramps, in cm−1? How many lines of k-space (ky) do you need? What is the phase encode blip in cm−1?

b. Form a full gradient trajectory in Matlab, including dephaser in x and phase-encode in y. Plot the
gradient waveforms for Gx and Gy vs time, showing (i) the whole sequence, then (ii) zooming the time
axis to show the start of the sequence to about the 4th readout lobe.

c. Plot the k-space trajectory (kx,ky) that you sample. What is the total duration of the sequence (without
the dephaser gradients)?

d. Repeat (a) but now you are not sampling during the ramp gradients, only on the gradient plateaus.

e. Repeat (b) without sampling on the ramp gradients.

f. Repeat (c) without sampling on ramp gradients. You may just draw lines to indicate where your
sampling starts/stops if you wish.

g. Now consider (d-f) if you use flyback EPI. How does the use of flyback EPI change the echo spacing in
this case?
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Don’t sample on ramps here!�


